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Abstract: Electrochemical corrosion caused by stray currents reduces the lifespan of buried gas
pipelines and the safety of light rail systems. Determining the scope of stray current corrosion
will help prevent the corrosion of existing buried pipelines and provide an effective reference for
new pipeline siting. In response to this problem, in this paper the surface potential gradient was
used to evaluate the scope of stray current corrosion. First, an analytical model for the scope of the
stray current corrosion combined with distributed parameters and the electric field generated by a
point current source was put forward. Second, exemplary calculations were conducted based on the
proposed model. Sensitivity of the potential gradient was analyzed with an example of the transition
resistance, and the dynamic distribution of surface potential gradient under different locomotive
operation modes was also analyzed in time-domain. Finally, the scope was evaluated at four different
intervals with the parameters from the field test to judge whether the protective measures need to be
taken in areas with buried pipelines and light rail systems nearby or not.
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1. Introduction

In a light rail system, stray currents deviating from the original return path are generated due to
decreasing resistance in some areas and the blocked backflow system [1–4], which is explicitly shown
in Figure 1. Differing from the traction current flowing back to the traction substation along the rails,
the stray current will first flow into the underground and then flow back to the negative terminal of the
traction substation. The reason for this phenomenon is that the resistance of the target path is greater
than the unintended path. In other words, the stray current can occur as a result of potential gradients
in the earth. Especially when the transition resistance between the rail and the earth is much lower than
the standard value given by the standard after a period of operation, the stray current leakage increases
significantly. The AC stray current has been proved to be less dangerous than the DC stray current [5].
In addition to the rise of rail potential [6], the stray current will cause electrochemical corrosion in some
of the infrastructure, such as the running rails [7], buried pipelines [8] and concrete structure [9], which
overall reduces the safety performance of the light rail system [10]. Three grounding strategies are
usually used in the light rail system, which are diode-grounded schemes, directly grounded schemes
and ungrounded schemes, respectively [11]. It is known that the earthing scheme carried out in a
light rail system influences the stray current distribution. The system with directly-grounded scheme
suffers the stray current most seriously while avoids the excessive rail potential [12].
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Figure 1. Stray current in the light rail system. 

Buried gas pipelines often exist in and around DC light rail systems. Buried gas pipe has good 
longitudinal electrical conduction, and it easily accumulates currents from a distant place. Stray 
current corrosion problems accordingly exist on buried gas pipelines, some of which are discovered 
as pitting corrosion within a few years or even months [13]. In addition, the pipe wall is thin, so it is 
susceptible to stray current corrosion, and it is necessary to take appropriate prevention measures. 
The stray current can polarize, either anodically or cathodically, the buried pipelines at the anodic or 
cathodic zone, respectively. Resulting from the distinguishing environments, the specific reaction 
equation is diverse, which are oxygen absorption corrosion and hydrogen evolutional corrosion 
[14,15]. Stray currents are mainly conducted through the soil, and thus their scope of influenc is 
relatively limited. The analysis of the DC interference scope, in essence, is to determine the scope of 
the excessive electrochemical corrosion on the buried pipelines caused by a stray current. Due to the 
complexity of the stray current distribution in a light rail system, it is difficult to analyze the specific 
flow direction of the stray current in the ground by theoretical modeling. The existing standards 
clearly define the methods and indexes for identifying stray current disturbances through the surface 
potential gradient, polarization potential and other parameters [16–21]. Therefore, in order to 
determine the scope of the stray current interference, existing standards can be used to assess the 
stray current interference in the buried pipelines at different locations. For existing buried gas 
pipelines buried in a light rail system, it is necessary to analyze the influence range of the stray current 
in the light rail system to determine the degree of DC interference and provide reference information 
for additional protection measures, such as cathodic protection. On the other hand, when pipelines 
are to be embedded around a light rail system, it is necessary to consider the range of influence of the 
stray currents of the light rail system in the vicinity of the gas pipes, to determine the suitable 
embedding position and minimize the corrosion effect of the stray current on the buried gas pipelines. 
Based on these reasons, the research on the DC interference scope is of great significance in the anti-
corrosion of buried gas pipelines. 

There is a certain amount of foundational research on the 3-dimensional distribution of stray 
current and the corrosion risk caused by it. Many methods, such as the Earth return model [22], 
hemispherical electrode model [23], CEDGS simulation [24,25], FEM [26] and Simulink simulation 
[27] are proposed or used to study this topic. The main objective of this paper is to provide a scope 
model of the DC interference evaluated by the surface potential gradient. In this paper, the surface 
potential gradient is chosen as a parameter to characterize the DC interference scope, which is easy 
to measure in practical engineering application. The evaluation model of the DC interference scope 
is proposed, and the exemplary calculations are given. Compared with the existing research results, 
the model proposed in this paper can evaluate stray current disturbances on a buried pipeline near a 
light rail system more directly. The results of this paper are of theoretical significance for the corrosion 
protection of buried gas pipelines affected by stray currents. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 introduces the mathematical model. Exemplary calculations are performed and 

Figure 1. Stray current in the light rail system.

Buried gas pipelines often exist in and around DC light rail systems. Buried gas pipe has good
longitudinal electrical conduction, and it easily accumulates currents from a distant place. Stray current
corrosion problems accordingly exist on buried gas pipelines, some of which are discovered as pitting
corrosion within a few years or even months [13]. In addition, the pipe wall is thin, so it is susceptible to
stray current corrosion, and it is necessary to take appropriate prevention measures. The stray current
can polarize, either anodically or cathodically, the buried pipelines at the anodic or cathodic zone,
respectively. Resulting from the distinguishing environments, the specific reaction equation is diverse,
which are oxygen absorption corrosion and hydrogen evolutional corrosion [14,15]. Stray currents are
mainly conducted through the soil, and thus their scope of influenc is relatively limited. The analysis
of the DC interference scope, in essence, is to determine the scope of the excessive electrochemical
corrosion on the buried pipelines caused by a stray current. Due to the complexity of the stray current
distribution in a light rail system, it is difficult to analyze the specific flow direction of the stray
current in the ground by theoretical modeling. The existing standards clearly define the methods and
indexes for identifying stray current disturbances through the surface potential gradient, polarization
potential and other parameters [16–21]. Therefore, in order to determine the scope of the stray current
interference, existing standards can be used to assess the stray current interference in the buried
pipelines at different locations. For existing buried gas pipelines buried in a light rail system, it is
necessary to analyze the influence range of the stray current in the light rail system to determine the
degree of DC interference and provide reference information for additional protection measures, such
as cathodic protection. On the other hand, when pipelines are to be embedded around a light rail
system, it is necessary to consider the range of influence of the stray currents of the light rail system in
the vicinity of the gas pipes, to determine the suitable embedding position and minimize the corrosion
effect of the stray current on the buried gas pipelines. Based on these reasons, the research on the DC
interference scope is of great significance in the anti-corrosion of buried gas pipelines.

There is a certain amount of foundational research on the 3-dimensional distribution of stray
current and the corrosion risk caused by it. Many methods, such as the Earth return model [22],
hemispherical electrode model [23], CEDGS simulation [24,25], FEM [26] and Simulink simulation [27]
are proposed or used to study this topic. The main objective of this paper is to provide a scope
model of the DC interference evaluated by the surface potential gradient. In this paper, the surface
potential gradient is chosen as a parameter to characterize the DC interference scope, which is easy
to measure in practical engineering application. The evaluation model of the DC interference scope
is proposed, and the exemplary calculations are given. Compared with the existing research results,
the model proposed in this paper can evaluate stray current disturbances on a buried pipeline near a
light rail system more directly. The results of this paper are of theoretical significance for the corrosion
protection of buried gas pipelines affected by stray currents. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 introduces the mathematical model. Exemplary calculations are performed and
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discussed in Section 3. The evaluation of DC interference scope based on field tests is presented in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Research Background and an Overview of the Model

Many standards reguklate the methods for identifying the DC interference caused by the stray
currents. For example, four principal methods for identifying stray current interferences are provided
in EN 50162-2004, among which the voltage gradients in the electrolyte are included [17]. Similarly,
it is stated in GB/T 19285-2003 that DC interference exists when the surface potential gradient is above
0.5 mV/m and some special measures, such as drainage protection or cathodic protection, should
be taken when the surface potential gradient near the buried pipelines is above 2.5 mV/m [16]. In
NACE SP0207-2007, procedures for the surface potential gradient surveys is presented [21], which is
used to DC surface potential gradient surveys on buried or submerged metallic pipelines is provided.
The surface potential gradient ruled in the standard GB/T 19285 provided the minor and major
corrosion risk no matter how deep the pipeline is buried [16].

In view of this, the evaluation model is designed to evaluate the scope of DC interference caused
by stray currents using the surface potential gradient. The model is used to judge whether the area
around the light rail system is influenced by the stray current corrosion or not using the surface
potential gradient. The model is also used to provide references to decide whether protective measures
should be taken or not. The surface potential gradient is calculated through the stray current distribution
and the potential generated by the injected current at one point, which is a part of the stray current leakage.
Finally, the threshold value 2.5 mV/m and 0.5 mV/m from GB/T 19285-2003 is used to judge whether the
protective measures need to be taken in the area with buried pipeline and light rail system nearby or not.

2.2. Earth Potential Generated by the Point Current Source

Since the stray current leakage in the supply interval is composed of current leaked from each
point to the Earth, the Earth potential generated by a point current source should be further calculated
under the premise of stray current leakage along the running rail. In a cylindrical coordinate system,
the current field generated by a point current source in uniformly distributed soil can be obtained by
solving the Laplace differential equation for a given boundary condition:

∂2v
∂r2 +

1
r

∂v
∂r

+
∂2v
∂z2 = 0 (1)

The n layers of a horizontal layered structure underground are shown in Figure 2. The resistivity
of each layer is ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρn and the thickness of each layer is h1, h2, . . . , hn. The distance from each
interface to the ground surface is H1, H2 . . . . . . , Hn. A point current source with a current intensity I is
injected at point A on the ground surface. The variable separation method is used to solve Equation (1),
which can be derived as:

vi(λ, z) =
∫ ∞

0
J0(λr)[Ai(λ) exp(−λz) + Bi(λ) exp(λz)]dλ (2)

where J0(λr) is the zeroth-order Bessel function, and Ai(λ) and Bi(λ) are the functions of the integral
variable λ.

Furthermore, the potential of the first layer in the soil can be regarded as having two parts: one is
the potential generated by the point current source in the semi-infinite medium and the other is the
solution of the Laplace differential equation. Therefore, the potential of the first layer is given by:

v1(r, z) =
Iρ1

4π

√
r2 + (z− h)2

+
∫ ∞

0
J0(λr)[A1(λ) exp(−λz) + B1(λ) exp(λz)]dλ (3)
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where h is the depth of the current source in meters.
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When the depth tends to infinity, the potential is considered to be zero. Thus, the first boundary
condition can be given as:

z→ ∞ : v1(r, z) = 0 (4)

On the ground surface of the top layer, the upper layer of the medium is air, the resistivity of
which is infinite. The second boundary condition is:

z = 0 :
∂v1

∂z
= 0 (5)

Assuming that the soil model is a simple distribution of one layer, the potential can be decided by
solving the coefficients A1(λ) and B1(λ) in Equation (6):

v1(r, z) =
Iρ1

4π

∫ ∞

0
J0(λr)[exp(−λ|z− h|) + exp(−λ(z + h))]dλ (6)

Equation (6) can be furtherly simplified by the Lipschitz integral. The return rail is considered to
be placed at the ground surface so that the current source depth h in Equation (6) is zero.

2.3. Surface Potential Gradient Near the Running Rail under the Stray Current Leakage

Supposing that there is a point P on the ground surface near the running rail whose coordinates
are (x, y). According to the potential derived in Section 2.2, the potential at point P is affected by the
current leaking into the Earth at each point along the running rail through the current field, which
can be expressed mathematically as the integration of the potential produced by all the stray current
leakage points at point P, as shown in Figure 3.

Depending on the research results obtained by Li [28] and Xu [3], the stray current and rail
potential based on the running rail-buried metallic pipeline-Earth structure under the bilateral power
supply can be derived. Thus, the leakage current over length dm can be indicated as:

dileak(m) =
u(x) · dm

Rg
(7)
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where Rg is the transition resistance between the running rails and Earth, assumed uniform, in Ω·m;
u(x) is the rail potential at x in volts, which is at the middle of the dm.
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In consequence, the ground surface potential at point P produced by a stray current under the
unilateral power supply can be determined from the expression:

V(x, y) =
∫ L

0

ileak(m)ρ

2π
· 1√

(x−m)2 + y2
dm (8)

In combination with the resistive network model and the above method, the surface potential
gradient at point P produced by a stray current under the bilateral power supply is given as:

V(x, y) = I0ρ(L−L1)RSZ
2πL(RS+RR)Rg

∫ L
0

 eαm−e−αm

2
√
(x−m)2+y2

− e
αL1

2 −e−
αL1

2

2
(

e
αL1

2 +e−
αL1

2

) eαm+e−αm√
(x−m)2+y2

dm, 0 ≤ m ≤ L1 (9)

V(x, y) = I0ρL1RSZ
2πL(RS+RR)Rg

∫ L
0

[
eαm−αL+eαL−αm−eαm−αL1−eαL1−αm

eαL1−αL−eαL−αL1
· 1√

(x−m)2+y2

]
dm, L1 ≤ m ≤ L

α =
√

Rs+RR
Rg

Z =
√
(RS + RR)Rg

(10)

where α and Z are the intermediate variable for more concise representation; RS is the rail longitudinal
resistance, assumed uniform, in Ω/km; RR is the longitudinal resistance of the buried metallic pipeline,
assumed uniform, in Ω/km; L1 is the distance from the locomotive to the substation in kilometers; L is
the distance of the traction interval in kilometers; ρ is the soil resistivity in and near the power supply
interval, assumed uniform, in Ω·m, and I0 is the traction current in amperes.

The potential gradient is defined in Equation (10):

→
grad =

→
ex

∂V
∂x

+
→
ey

∂V
∂y

(11)

Under the bilateral power supply, the surface potential gradient near the running rail can be
obtained by substituting Equations (9) and (10) into Equation (11):

|grad(x, y)| =

√(
∂V
∂x

)2
+

(
∂V
∂y

)2
(12)

In the range of 0 to L1, the partial derivative of the surface potential for the variables x and y can
be found in Equations (A1) and (A2) of Appendix A. In the range of L1 to L, the partial derivative of
the surface potential for the variables x and y can be found in Equations (A3) and (A4) of Appendix A.

In addition, the evaluation model is built up in time-domain considering the moving locomotive
and time-varying current. The locomotive is equivalent to an ideal current source, and the substations
are regarded as the ideal voltage source. The powered equivalent model is shown in Figure 4.
According to Kirchhoff’s law, the traction current from two substations are given as the Equations (13)
and (14):
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IA0 =
LUS −

√
L2U2

S − 4000PLL1(L− L1)(r + RS)

2LL1(r + RS)
(13)

IB0 =
LUS −

√
L2U2

S − 4000PLL1(L− L1)(r + RS)

2L(L− L1)(r + RS)
(14)

where P is the power of locomotive in light rail systems in kilowatts. US is the traction substation
voltage in volts. r is resistance of catenary, assumed uniform, in Ω/km.
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The traction current I0(t) = [I0
1, I0

2
, I0

3, . . . , I0
t, . . . , I0

T], locomotive power P(t) = [P1, P2, P3, . . . ,
Pt, . . . , PT] and corresponding position of locomotive S(t) = [S1, S2

, S3, . . . , St, . . . , ST], is calculated first
with the time interval ∆t, 0 < t < T, T is the entire operation time. Then the rail potential along the whole
interval is determined with different operation time u(x,t). The leakage current ileak(x,t) at any position
within the operation time is obtained. Based on the evaluation model, the potential V(x,y)t generated
by the stray current is calculated in the current field. Finally, the surface potential gradient grad(x,y)t is
obtained according to the potential distributing. The whole calculation flow is shown in Figure 5.Energies 2017, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 19 
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3. Exemplary Calculations

3.1. Calculation Parameters

Next, the exemplary analysis is conducted according to the surface potential gradient model.
The parameters deemed necessary for the exemplary calculations are shown in Table 1. The soil
resistivity is measured using the Wenner method near the light rail system.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value and Unit

Locomotive position 1.2 km
Interval length 3 km

Traction current (Static situation) 2000 A
Rail longitudinal resistance 0.026 Ω/km

Rail-to-Earth transition resistance 15 Ω·km
Longitudinal resistance of the buried pipeline 0.02 Ω/km

Soil resistivity 37.74 Ω·m
Catenary resistance 0.026 Ω/km

Traction substation voltage 1500 V
Time interval ∆t 0.1 S

3.2. Surface Potential Gradient under the Bilateral Power Supply

It is assumed that the locomotive is 1.2 km away from the substation within the interval, and
the surface potential gradient near the running rail under the bilateral power supply is illustrated in
Figure 6. The surface potential gradient at different positions is shown in Figure 7.

It can be observed that the surface potential gradient is symmetrically distributed both along
the locomotive running direction and reaches a maximum both near the locomotive and the traction
substation under the bilateral power supply.Energies 2017, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 19 
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The ultimate consequence of DC interference is stray current corrosion on nearby buried gas
pipelines. Thus, pipelines arranged near substations are more likely to be affected by stray current
corrosion, and pipelines are more likely to be affected by stray current corrosion when the locomotive
is nearby. The reason for this is that the greater potential gradient means larger amount of potential
change per unit length, which causes larger stray current flowing in the electrolyte. According to
the Faraday’s first law, the mass of the chemically altered substance at the electrode interface is
proportional to the amount of electricity supplied. It can be expressed as Equation (15), where M is
molar mass of the metal in g/mol, n is the valency, F is the Faraday constant, t is the corrosion time in
seconds and i is the current flowing out of the anode metal in amperes. That is to say, larger potential
gradient leads to greater corrosion within the same period. The distribution of stray current is also
shown in Figure 7. The entire internal traction is divided into two parts according to the locomotive
position. The length of interval A is 1.2 km, while the length of interval B is 1.8 km. The stray current
reaches a maximum value in the two intervals A and B, while it is lowest at the locomotive position.
However, the potential gradient is highest at the locomotive position and near the substation. It can be
summarized from Figure 7 that the surface potential gradient in interval B is larger than that in interval
A. That is, the part of the interval with a longer length suffers more stray current corrosion risk than
the part with shorter length. The reason for this phenomenon is that the locomotive requires more
traction current from the part of the interval with a longer length than from the part with a shorter
length, which will cause a larger surface potential gradient due to more stray current leakage:

W =
M
nF

it (15)

The surface potential gradient simulated by COMSOL 5.2 is shown in Figure 8. The simulation
parameters are the same as the calculation parameters. The meshing method used in the simulation
is free tetrahedral mesh. There are 32,239,340 vol elements, 373,804 surface elements and 13,916 line
elements totally. Three following dominant equations are utilized in the SOMSOL simulation.
In the homogeneous and isotropic electric field, e.g., soil, concrete, etc., the potential distribution
ϕ is governed by the Laplace Equation (16). The stray current distributed in the soil meets the Ohm’s

law as Equation (17). In Equation (17),
→
E represents the electric field intensity at any point in the

electric field, which is equal to the negative value of the potential gradient at this point. σ is the

conductivity of the electrolytes in S/m;
→
Je is the current density vectors caused by the external current

in A/m2;
→
J is the current density vectors of the electrolytes. Electrolytes of the interface meet the

charge conservation law given by Equation (18), where ie represents the total intensity of stray currents
flowing through the electrolyte:

∇2(ϕ) = 0 (16)
→
J = σ

→
E +

→
Je (17)

∇ ·
→
ie = 0 (18)

The simulated results show similar trends with the calculated results from the proposed model.
It can also be concluded from the simulated results that the buried pipeline will suffer more corrosion
hazard at the substations and around the locomotive. The difference between the evaluation model
and simulated results is due to the simplification in the running rail-buried metallic pipeline-Earth
model, which is a resistive network model to calculate the leakage current from the running rail. In the
resistive network model, the soil underground is simplified to a resistive network, which will cause
the biases between analytical results and actual situation.
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Figure 8. Surface potential gradient simulated by COMSOL 5.2.

3.3. Impact Factors of the Surface Potential Gradient (Taking the Transition Resistance as an Example)

The nature of the surface potential gradient comes from the stray current leaking from the running
rail to the Earth. To analyze the factors of the surface potential gradient, it is necessary to start with the
factors of the stray current leakage.

The main factors influencing the stray current include rail-to-Earth transition resistance,
longitudinal rail resistance, distance between traction substations, and longitudinal resistance of
buried metallic structures. According to the research conducted by Li, the rail-to-Earth transition
resistance shows the greatest influence on the stray current leakage [28]. In addition to the transition
resistance, the same parameters as in Section 3.2 were adopted. The surface potential gradient with
transition resistance from 15 Ω·km to 3 Ω·km are given in Figure 9.
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As seen from Figure 9, the surface potential gradient increases with a decrease in the transition
resistance, which is consistent for both supply conditions. When the transition resistance decreases
from 15 Ω·km to 3 Ω·km, the surface potential gradient increases. However, the surface potential
gradient increases less when surface potential gradient is analyzed 200 m away from the rail. While the
surface potential gradient also increases with the decreasing transition resistance vertical to the
direction of the locomotive. With an increase in the distance from the running rail, the distribution of
the surface potential gradient tends to be smoother along the locomotive running direction. With a low
transition resistance, not only does the stray current corrosion risk of buried pipelines increase but also
the corrosion degree along the entire pipeline is uneven, meaning there is large local corrosion damage.

The surface potential gradient is also influenced by other factors, such as the rail longitudinal
resistance, the longitudinal resistance of the buried metal structure, the distance between substations,
traction current, etc. The stray current is slightly affected by the longitudinal resistance of the buried
pipeline, and thus the surface potential gradient is less likely to be affected by the longitudinal
resistance of the buried pipeline. For a reduction in the DC interference scope caused by stray
current, it is difficult to change both the material of the buried pipelines and the distance between the
substations during the operation of a DC light rail system. Therefore, these factors are not analyzed
in this paper. The effect of the traction current on the surface potential gradient is analyzed in detail
together with locomotive operating conditions in Section 3.4.

3.4. Dynamic Surface Potential Gradient Considering Locomotive Operation Modes

Due to different resultant force, a light rail locomotive generally experiences three different modes
from start to braking: acceleration, constant-speed and deceleration. Under these different operation
modes, the traction current of the locomotive differs. Based on the theoretical model in Section 2, the
surface potential gradient is affected by the traction current and the locomotive location. The two above
aspects determine the surface potential gradient near the running rail is time-varying when different
operation modes are considered. With the exception of the traction current, the same parameters were
applied. The locomotive parameters come from the Metro. The traction current and the locomotive
position within a single interval are presented in Figure 10. The acceleration mode is from 0 s to 39 s.
The constant-speed mode is from 39 s to 136.2 s. The deceleration mode is from 136.2 s to 170 s.
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According to the traction current and the locomotive in the interval, taking the position at a
distance of 200 m from the running rail, the surface potential gradient during the starting and braking
phase is illustrated in Figure 11a,b, respectively. At a distance of 200 m from the running rail, the surface
potential gradient at some point during the entire locomotive operation is presented in Figure 11c.
The results and discussion are now carried out. In the deceleration mode, the surface potential gradient
near both ends of the interval is higher, so the corrosion risk is enlarged. In the constant-speed mode,
the surface potential gradient over the entire interval is low, so the corrosion risk is relatively small.
This is because the traction current is only used to generate the same traction force as the operational
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resistance during the constant-speed period. Compared with the acceleration and the deceleration,
only a low traction current is enough to maintain at a constant speed. Therefore, the surface potential
gradient is low due to the less stray current leakage. As seen from Figure 11c, the surface potential
gradient in the deceleration mode is higher than that in the acceleration mode. The buried pipelines
suffer a more serious corrosion risk during the deceleration phase. Because of the need for stopping
in a short period of time and the regenerative braking, a large amount of reversed traction current
is absorbed, which produces a high surface potential gradient in the interval. Since the traction
current flows in the opposite direction to the acceleration mode at this moment, the buried pipelines
suffer oxygen evolution corrosion near both substations and suffer hydrogen evolution corrosion near
the locomotive. Combining Figure 11b,c, the surface potential gradient in the middle section of the
interval is lower overall and less susceptible to stray current corrosion during the three periods of
locomotive operation.Energies 2017, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 19 
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With these operation modes considered, the sensitivity analysis of the surface potential gradient
is now conducted. The transition resistance and the distance from the running rail are chosen for
analysis. For different transition resistances, the surface potential gradient along the locomotive
running direction is shown in Figure 12a,b at 100 m and 200 m from the running rail. The surface
potential gradients at 25 s and 80 s are shown in Figure 12d,e for different distances from the running
rail, respectively. The surface potential gradient within the entire operation time is illustrated in
Figure 12c,f.
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From Figure 12a,b, it can be observed that the transition resistance significantly influences the
dynamic characteristics of the surface potential gradient. Meanwhile, the change in the surface
potential along the locomotive running direction gradually decreases with an increase in the transition
resistance. As seen from Figure 12d, during the deceleration mode, as the distance from the running
rail decreases, the surface potential gradient near both ends of the interval is gradually higher than
that in the middle section. During the deceleration mode, the stray current leads to a greater corrosion
hazard on the buried pipelines near the running rail at both ends of the interval. It can be seen from
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Figure 12d–f that the change of the surface potential gradient tends to increase as the distance from the
track decreases.

4. DC Interference Scope

On the basis of the potential gradient model indicated in Section 3, as well as the threshold
elaborated above, the DC interference scope is further analyzed. In this section, the interference
scope of four different traction intervals from light rail line, with different transition resistance and
soil resistivity, are calculated and evaluated. The length of these four intervals are 2.97 km, 2.98 km,
2.12 km and 2.23 km, respectively.

Field tests on the transition resistance and rail longitudinal resistance were conducted in the
traction intervals, as shown in Figure 13. The soil resistivity was also tested by the Wenner method
accordingly near the different intervals. Each test of transition resistance, rail longitudinal resistance
and soil resistivity was repeated 20 times.
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The test results, shown in Table 2, are used to evaluate the interference scope furtherly. The MSE
of transition resistance, rail longitudinal resistance and soil resistivity is shown in Table 3. The range of
soil resistivity test results is greater than the rail-to-earth transition resistance and rail longitudinal
resistance. Based on the MSE calculation results, the measurement results are reliable.

Table 2. Field test results.

Traction interval Rail-to-earth Transition
Resistance (Ω/km)

Rail Longitudinal
Resistance (Ω·km)

Soil Resistivity
(Ω·m)

Interval I 4.783 0.038 37.74
Interval II 2.896 0.056 22.35
Interval III 4.630 0.035 70.16
Interval IV 3.085 0.043 54.29

Table 3. Uncertainty evaluation. I.

Traction Interval MSE of Rail-to-Earth
Transition Resistance

MSE of Rail Longitudinal
Resistance

MSE of Soil
Resistivity

Interval I 0.0165 9.1254 × 10−7 0.8780
Interval II 0.0031 5.7154 × 10−8 0.4572
Interval III 0.0028 3.2377 × 10−7 0.1163
Interval IV 0.0047 1.0861 × 10−5 0.2960

The stray current interference scope is shown in Figure 14 at four different traction intervals.
The yellow area in Figure 14 represents that the surface potential gradient is below 0.5 mV·m−1, while
the surface potential gradient is between 0.5 mV·m−1 and 2.5 mV·m−1 in the red part of the area in
Figure 14. The blue area in Figure 14 shows that the surface potential gradient is above 2.5 mV·m−1.
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It can be observed from Figure 14a that when the DC interference scope is evaluated at the
interval I, the stray current is present within a maximum range of 117 m on both sides of the track
and the protective measures need to be applied only within a maximum range of 24 m. When the DC
interference scope is analyzed at the interval II, the range that stray current exists in extends to 194 m,
while the range where protective measures need to be taken extends to 44 m. As can be observed from
Figure 14c, the stray current is present within 150 m on both sides of the running rail at the interval III.
Protective measures should be adopted within 264 m on both sides of the running rail in this interval.
Finally, the stray current is considered to be existed within a maximum range of 234 m and on both
sides of the track at the interval IV, and preventive measures should be taken within a maximum range
of 56 m. It can be seen from these four intervals that the traction section with higher traction resistance
suffers less stray current corrosion hazard. The DC interference scope at the interval II simulated by
COMSOL 5.2 is shown in Figure 15. The area where protective measures need to be taken is bigger than
the theoretical result, which is 86 m. And the stray current is existed within a maximum range of 168 m.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

(1) In this paper, a time-domain model for evaluating the DC interference scope was proposed and
exemplary calculations were conducted. In addition, the DC interference was assessed and calculated,
and the distribution characteristics under different operation modes were determined. Based on the
field test results in this paper, under a bilateral power supply with four different traction intervals
from Metro Line, the maximum range that a severe stray current exists is 117 m, 194 m and 150 m and
234 m on both sides of the track and the maximum range protective measures needs to be taken is
24 m, 44 m and 34 m and 56 m on both sides of the track, respectively.

(2) Under the circumstance provided in this paper, the buried pipelines near substations and the
locomotive suffer more DC interference from stray currents, both for a unilateral and bilateral power
supply. In other words, these regions are more susceptible corroded by stray current. For the bilateral
power supply, if the interval is divided into two parts according to the locomotive position, the DC
interference on the buried pipelines caused by stray current is greater in the longer section. That is to
say, the stray current corrosion hazard is greater.

(3) The dynamic surface potential gradient was analyzed considering locomotive operation modes.
In the acceleration mode, the buried pipelines near the running rail at both ends of the interval are
more easily corroded by the stray current. In the deceleration mode, the buried pipelines at both ends
of the interval are more easily corroded. In the constant-speed period, the corrosion hazard within
the entire interval is quite small. From another point of view, the buried pipelines are more easily
corroded in the deceleration mode than the acceleration mode, which has been verified in Section 3.4.

(4) Through the model of the DC interference scope based on the surface potential gradient, the
area where corrosion prevention should be emphasized is in the vicinity of substations. When the
locomotive brakes, drainage measures need to be enhanced near the substations. If the buried gas
pipelines are close to the substations, the monitoring of corrosion risk parameters and the cathodic
protection measures should be strengthened. The gas pipelines to be buried immediately after the
site selection should avoid passing through the substations to reduce the stray current interference.
This model is helpful for scientific layout of gas pipelines around the light rail system in order to avoid
DC interference.

(5) However, limitations still exist in the proposed model. The parameters like soil resistivity,
transition resistance and rail longitudinal resistance are not constant in and around light rail systems.
In this paper, they were all assumed to be homogeneous. Meanwhile, soil topology underground
is horizontal distributed with multiple layers. In the proposed model, only one soil layer is
considered. These above reasons lead to the limitation of practical applications in the light rail
system. In view of this, future work will focus on the modeling of DC interference scope based on
non-uniform parameters.
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Nomenclature

h Depth of the current source ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρn Soil resistivity in different soil layers
h1, h2, . . . , hn Thickness of different soil layers H1, H2, . . . , Hn Distance from different interface to the ground surface
I Leakage current from a single current source Rg Transition resistance between running rail and earth
Rs Rail longitudinal resistance RR Longitudinal resistance of the buried metallic pipeline
ρ Soil resistivity I0 Total traction current
L Distance of the traction interval L1 Distance from the locomotive to the substation

grad(x,y)
Surface potential gradient generated by a
single current source

V(x,y) Surface potential generated by a single current source

IA0 Traction current obtained from substation A IB0 Traction current obtained from substation B
US Traction substation voltage r Resistance of catenary
P Power of locomotive in light rail systems ∆t Time interval in exemplary calculation
U(x,t) Rail potential in operation time t ileak(x,t) Leakage current in operation time t
V(x,y)t Surface potential in operation time t grad(x,y)t Surface potential gradient in operation time t
M Molar mass of the metal n Valency
F Faraday constant t Corrosion time
i Current flowing out of the anode metal

Appendix A

When the integral point is between 0 and L1, the partial derivative of x and y in Equation (9) is shown in
Equations (A1) and (A2).

∂P
∂x =

I0ρ(L−L1)RS
2πL(RS+RR)

∫ L
0

{
− x−m

[(x−m)2+y2]
3
2
− e

αL1
2 −e−

αL1
2

2
(

e
αL1

2 +e−
αL1

2

) (eαm−e−αm)·(x−m)

[(x−m)2+y2]
3
2

+ (eαm+e−αm)·(x−m)

2[(x−m)2+y2]
3
2

}
dt, 0 ≤ m ≤ L1 (A1)
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3
2
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2[(x−m)2+y2]
3
2

}
dt, 0 ≤ m ≤ L1 (A2)

When the integral point is between L1 and L, the partial derivative of x and y in Equation (10) is shown in
Equations (A3) and (A4):

∂P
∂x =

I0ρL1RS
2π(RS+RR)L

∫ L
0

{
− x−m

[(x−m)2+y2]
3
2
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2
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